Casa Maravilla
Region: Es Cubells Sleeps: 6

Overview
Casa Maravilla is a gorgeous contemporary home with jaw-dropping views
over the Mediterranean Sea. The home presents the perfect fusion of nature
and luxury and provides guests with a lovely way to enjoy Ibiza’s lush scenery.
The saltwater infinity pool is the garden’s central feature. The pool allows you
to swim or just soak while looking out onto the mesmerising and never-ending
sea. Tropical plants decorate the front of the pool, and the deck is equipped
with a day bed and seating. Here, you can savour the incredible landscapes
while unwinding in the cool breeze coming in from the sea
Sun loungers are placed on a small green lawn in front of the pool and are
reachable via steps leading down from the pool deck. This is the place to
come to at midday when you wish to get as much sun as possible. Casual al
fresco dining is offered through a wooden table with seating for six and an
outdoor barbeque. Guests can entertain friends at this spot, impressing them
with your outdoor cooking facilities. Steps in the garden lead down to the
sheltered cabana with a day bed, table and bench. You can make the most of
refreshing daytime naps from here.
Inside, the décor is modern and stylish. The white walls are emblazoned with
artworks and a plush l shaped sofa sits in the living area, ideal for relaxing and
de-stressing on. Large sliding glass doors open up poolside so that you can
enjoy moving in between indoor and outdoor spaces all day.
Casa Maravilla is a home that puts the needs of guests first. Security and an
attentive concierge service come with the home so that you can enjoy a stressfree stay.

Facilities
Private Pool • Ideal for Babies & Toddlers • Ideal for Kids • Ideal for Teens
• Internet • Air-Con • <1hr to Airport • BBQ • Ground Floor Bed & Bath •
Satellite TV • Working Fireplace • Waterfront • Outstanding Landscapes •
Outdoor Pursuit & Activities • Tourist Towns & Villages
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Casa Maravilla is a fantastic property with outstanding waterfront views. It has
3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms, and it can accommodate up to 6 people
Interior
- Spacious open-plan living space
- Modern fully equipped kitchen
- Two double bedrooms, all of them with air conditioning
- Twin bedroom with air conditioning
- Two bathrooms
Exterior
- Swimming pool in hardwood deck
- Wooden gazebo with views
- Landscaped garden
- Al fresco dining area
- Sun loungers
- Shaded chill out area
- BBQ
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Location & Local Information
Es Torrent is one of the nearest restaurants to Casa Maravilla and is a lovely
beachfront venue. The restaurant is a favourite amongst visitors to the island
due to its relaxed atmosphere, delicious fresh meals and access to the
beautiful Es Torrent beach.
When visiting Es Torrent, guests will be notified of the fresh catch of the day
and daily specials. From here, you pick your dish of the day and enjoy.
Holidaymakers frequent this restaurant for its tasty paella and irresistible fresh
fish. Sun loungers and umbrellas are dotted along the beach in front of the
restaurant, so you can unwind in the sunshine while waiting for your table to
be prepared - simply divine. If you wish to try healthy and authentic Ibizan food
on the beach, this is the place for you.
Torre des Savinar is a magnificent watchtower that stands 200 meters above
sea level and is around a 25 min drive away in the area of Punta de Sa
Pedrera. The vistas offered from the top of the tower are mesmerising and
definitely worth the trek up there. The tower was completed in 1763 and is
used as a watchpoint over the island of Ibiza as well as Es Vedrà and Es
Vedranell. Visiting Torre des Savinar at sunset will provide an awe-inspiring
experience as you watch the sun go down and darkness slowly take over the
island.

Local Amenities
Nearest Airport

Ibiza Airport
(15 km)

Nearest Town/City

Ibiza Towm
(17 km)

Nearest Village

Sant Josep
(7 km)

Nearest Restaurant

Restaurants
(9 km)

Nearest Bar/Pub

Bars
(10 km)

Nearest Supermarket

Supermarket
(14 km)
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €5,000 to be paid 2 weeks before arrival via bank transfer
- Arrival time: 4 pm
- Departure time: 10 am
- Linen & towels included?: Linen & towels included in the price
- Pets welcome?: Pets not allowed
- End of stay cleaning included?: Included on the rental price
- Smoking Allowed?: No smoking inside the villa
- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property
- Minimum stay: 7 nights
- Internet access?: Wi-fi access provided
- Tax: Included in the rental price
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